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Resin 3.x is a leading Java and XML application server with native support for servlets, JSP, EJB, CMP, XML, and Web services. It has a reputation for reliability, extremely fast execution speed, and low implementation cost. Resin’s ability to work with other industry standard servers like Apache, and its built-in load balancing and virtual hosting features, have made it a success in both small shops and enterprises.
Written for both experienced Java developers and Web administrators, this comprehensive tutorial provides you with everything you need to maximize your Web applications with Resin. It offers a detailed look at all flavors of Resin 3.x, including Resin Enterprise. And it takes you through the steps of both developing and deploying Java applications using these cutting-edge servers.      

Mastering Resin, the official guide to the Resin family of servers, also explains how to:      

	Take advantage of Resin’s native support for XSL and XML Template Pages
	Use Resin as a J2EE client
	Simplify database connectivity through Resin’s native CMP support
	Optimize the performance of your Web applications
	Configure Resin to work with commercial and open source servers such as Apache, IIS, Tomcat, and JBoss
	Use Resin’s advanced features, including page caching, dynamic code updating, load-balancing, and virtual hosting


The companion Web site contains all the code and applications from the book.          

       About the Author


   RICHARD HIGHTOWER is CTO of Trivera Technologies, a leading Java education and consulting company. He is also an active Java developer, a regular contributor to the Java Developer’s Journal, and is the author of the successful Wiley book Java Tools for Extreme Programming. 
     JOSEPH D. GRADECKI is a software engineer at Comprehensive Software Solutions and an associate professor of computer science at Colorado Technical University. He is an expert in building enterprise applications using Java, servlets, JSPs, Resin, XML, and MySQL. Gradecki is also the co-author of MySQL and Java Developer’s Guide (Wiley).            
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Instant HTML5 2D PlatformerPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Learn how to develop a 2D HTML5 platformer that is capable of running in modern browsers

	
		Overview

		
			Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
			Learn about HTML5 2D game development and how to create your own HTML5 games

...
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Adobe Creative Suite 3 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Integrate and manage workflow across Photoshop®, Illustrator®, InDesign®, Dreamweaver®, Acrobat®, and Flash®
Harness all the tools in the Adobe Creative Suite 3 toolbox with this in-depth guide from well-known Creative Suite experts Ted Padova and Kelly L. Murdock. This "Big Picture" book not only covers all...
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Management: Challenges for Tomorrow's Leaders (with InfoTrac 1-Semester)South-Western College, 2006

	In the Fifth Edition of this nationally acclaimed book, students learn the management skills and competencies that will enable them to meet the challenges they'll experience as leaders in tomorrow's dynamic, rapidly changing business environment. The authors focus on key management principles and how they apply in real business...
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Learning Structure and Schemas from Documents (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011


	It was not long ago that database systems were revolutionized through the birth of

	the relational concepts and theory, which are now materialized in most commercial

	database management systems. It was then thought that data should be structured

	in a rather simple way to support the day-to-day business operations. This

	has...
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Practical Antenna HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2001
The Antenna Builder’s Bible – Updated and Better Than Ever!
  Design and construct your own antennas with step-by-step instructions and plans. Joseph J. Carr’s Practical Antenna Handbook, Fourth Edition, is an update of the most popular book on antennas ever written. This empowering guide blends theoretical concepts that...
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CIMA Exam Practice Kit: Organisational Management and Information SystemsCIMA Publishing, 2005
Ideal for individual exam practice or for use on a revision course!     

       CIMA Exam Practice Kits consolidate learning by providing an extensive bank of practice questions. Each solution provides an in depth analysis of the correct answer and highlights why the alternatives are incorrect. 

CIMA...
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